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After Ge Fuhai heard this, surprise flashed in his eyes: “Are you Long Ruotong’s child?” 

 

David looked at Ge Fuhai and nodded: “Yes, I heard Uncle Long say that my mother’s name is Long 

Ruotong…” 

 

“No wonder, no wonder…” 

 

Ge Fuhai suddenly realized that he seemed to understand something! 

 

“Patriarch Ge, do you know about my mother?” 

 

Seeing this, David hurriedly asked. 

 

 

“I know a little bit, but I don’t know your father’s identity either. Many people knew about your mother 

back then. Zixiao Mansion was so angry about it that it almost killed the Long family…” 

 

Ge Fuhai said calmly. 

 

Seeing that Ge Fuhai was talking about this Zixiao Mansion again, David asked, “Patriarch Ge, can you 

tell me about the situation in this Zixiao Mansion?” 

 

Ge Fuhai glanced at David: “It seems that you don’t know anything about the world of immortality?” 

 



David shook his head: “I don’t understand at all…” 

 

Ge Fuhai looked at David in surprise, didn’t say anything, but forgot one glance, then raised his hand and 

waved. 

 

 

In an instant, a secret space appeared, and David and Ge Fuhai seemed to be transferred to other places 

in an instant! 

 

 

Just like the 90,000-mile mountain and river map David obtained, it can be instantly transferred to other 

places. 

 

However, the map of 90,000 miles of mountains and rivers is only the transfer of consciousness, but the 

real body has not moved at all! 

 

And this secret space that Ge Fuhai casts at will, so that David can truly feel that he has indeed entered 

another space! 

 

David looked at Ge Fuhai in surprise. He didn’t expect that someone could control the space technique 

so easily! 

 

If you have such a space magic, you can easily escape, and you will no longer need a space magic like the 

Qiankun circle. 

 

Seeing David’s shocked look, Ge Fuhai just smiled faintly: “I can now tell you the secret of the Xiu Xian 

world…” 

 

 



“Actually, our Ge family is an aristocratic family of cultivators left over thousands of years ago. Because 

of the depletion of spiritual energy, many aristocratic families of cultivators are slowly becoming lonely. 

Some went to other airspaces, and some survived in seclusion!” 

 

“The strength of these hidden world sects is beyond your imagination. These talented children of the 

martial arts world, the sect family, in the eyes of the Xiuxian sect, are not in the stream at all…” 

 

“It’s just that with the depletion of spiritual energy and the rampant martial arts, Xiu Xian sect family can 

only choose to retreat, not to care about the world, nor to conflict with the world of martial arts. After 

all, every consumption, in this era of lack of spiritual energy, requires a lot of time. to make up for it.” 

 

“A lot of immortal-cultivators have also gradually declined with the changes of the times, and 

completely disappeared in the long river of time.” 

 

David frowned slightly and said, “Patriarch Ge, as you are a cultivator, is your Ge family also a hidden 

world sect? And I have also met other cultivators. How to explain this?” 

 

Before David met Ge Fuhai, he met Du Da and Hu Mazi. These two people were veritable cultivators! 

 

Moreover, Duda has reached the Nascent Soul Realm, and his strength is definitely a leader. 

 

“What’s wrong with that!” 

 

Ge Fuhai smiled lightly: “Although many sect families who cultivate immortals are hidden from the 

world, they will also have spokespersons to stay in the society. For example, our Ge family is the 

spokesperson for the first sect to stay in the society. From my grandfather’s We will integrate into the 

society and develop normally!” 

 

“However, we have ancestral teachings, and we must not have any ties and disputes with the martial 

arts world. This is why our Ge family has been independent from the world for so many years.” 



 

“There are still some loose cultivators who are unwilling to go into seclusion, and will also integrate into 

the society, or find a remote place with abundant spiritual energy, and continue to cultivate!” 

 

“But these loose cultivators, no matter how they cultivate, it is impossible to ascend to immortality…” 
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David’s face was full of surprise: “Could it really be possible to ascend to immortality and live forever?” 

 

Seeing David like that, Ge Fuhai laughed again: “It is said that immortals live with the heaven and the 

earth, that’s just the world’s nonsense, immortals also have lifespans, how can they live forever…” 

 

“It’s just that the lifespan of immortals is very long, reaching thousands of years old, or even thousands 

of years old. I have never heard of immortals who truly live the same life as heaven and earth.” 

 

“Actually, I haven’t even seen a real immortal, but it’s just passed down by word of mouth from my 

ancestors.” 

 

Ge Fuhai’s eyes are full of longing light, and it seems that he also has a very longing for immortality. 

 

David looked surprised, if it wasn’t for Ge Fuhai, David would never have known the secrets of these 

immortal worlds! 

 

“Patriarch Ge, what happened to some evil spirits in the Martial Arts Alliance? The four black copper 

robes that dealt with me were all possessed by evil spirits…” 

 

David was a little puzzled why so many people possessed by evil spirits suddenly appeared in the martial 

arts world. 



 

“These evil spirits are all leftover souls after the death of the demon cultivators. I heard that in a war 

between gods and demons that year, the demon cultivators were almost slaughtered. At that time, 

many big demons were suppressed. Die, but the soul still wanders the world!” 

 

“Now these evil spirits have suddenly recovered and attached themselves to other people, so that they 

can be resurrected one day!” 

 

“I feel that the entire martial arts world will collapse soon, and a new order will be re-established…” 

 

Ge Fuhai’s face became solemn! 

 

David listened to Ge Fuhai’s words, and the whole person fell into contemplation! 

 

Sometimes, David always felt like he was in a trap, and his every move was being controlled by others. 

 

Every step he took, it was as if someone had already planned it! 

 

At this moment, the door suddenly rang, and Ge Jiayi broke in. 

 

It’s just that Ge Jiayi, who broke in, didn’t see David and Ge Fuhai. Because the two were in another 

space, Ge Jiayi couldn’t see it at all. 

 

“dad?” 

 

Ge Jiayi shouted. 

 



Ge Fuhai waved his hand, put away the secret space technique, and the two figures instantly appeared 

in front of Ge Jiayi. 

 

Ge Jiayi is not surprised, it seems that she often faces this kind of thing. 

 

“Jiayi, what’s the matter?” 

 

Ge Fuhai asked. 

 

“Dad, the Martial Arts Alliance sent a lot of people to block all the passages in the capital, and I found 

that there were many strangers walking around our Ge family. I suspect they were also from the Martial 

Arts Alliance.” 

 

“It seems that the Martial Arts Alliance knows that David has not left the capital, and wants to intercept 

David in the capital.” 

 

Ge Jiayi said. 

 

“It’s okay, they don’t dare to break into my Ge family to search, David is very safe here…” 

 

Ge Fuhai said confidently. 

 

But David frowned, he couldn’t stay at Ge’s house forever. 

 

Besides, his top priority is to rescue his mother and Sonya, but now, after listening to Ge Fuhai’s secrets 

in the cultivation world, David suddenly feels powerless! 

 



His current strength, if he really wants to put it in the world of immortals, is nothing! 

 

Even in the current martial arts world, repeated blows made David feel a deep sense of frustration! 

 

The masters sent by the Martial Arts Alliance almost surpassed David’s cognition! 

 

This time, four black copper robes were sent directly, and David almost died in the martial arts field. 

 

At this rate, when will I be able to rescue Sonya and my mother? 

 

“Patriarch Ge, I can’t stay in the Ge family all the time. I still have my own things to do. I’ll report this 

time for saving my life in the future…” 

 

David said to Ge Fuhai gratefully. 
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“Then where are you going? I can find a way to take you there…” 

 

Ge Fuhai also knew that David could not stay in the Ge family all his life. 

 

David pondered for a moment and said, “I’ll go to the Dharma Protector Pavilion and see Mr. Shi…” 

 

Ge Fuhai knew what David meant when he saw Mr. Shi. After all, in Kyoto, the only person who could 

really help David was Mr. Shi. 

 

“Okay, I’ll take you there!” 

 



Ge Fuhai nodded, then said to Ge Jiayi, “Jiayi, go prepare the car…” 

 

 

Soon, a luxurious Rolls-Royce drove out from Ge’s house, the window was closed, and the people inside 

the car could not be seen. 

 

 

After the car drove out of Ge’s house, someone followed quietly and called Zhu Zhishan! 

 

Zhu Zhishan frowned after receiving the call. 

 

“Follow me, as long as they don’t leave the capital city, don’t care…” 

 

After that, Zhu Zhishan hung up the phone and went directly to the dungeon! remember url 

 

At the end of the dungeon, Fan Jiang slowly raised his head with a smile on the corner of his mouth. 

 

 

“You came to beg me?” 

 

Fan Jiang asked. 

 

Zhu Zhishan shook his head: “I’m here to give you a chance, to give you a chance to leave here…” 

 

Seeing Zhu Zhishan like that, Fan Jiang smiled even more brilliantly! 

 



“For so many years, what I like to watch the most is your pretentious look…” 

 

After speaking, Fan Jiang got up slowly, then grabbed the iron railing in front of him with both hands, 

and with a little force, he broke the railing and walked out. 

 

When Zhu Zhishan saw this scene, he was instantly shocked, and his wide eyes were about to fall. 

 

 

“you you…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan was so shocked that he was speechless. 

 

“Are you trying to say why this formation has no effect on me?” 

 

Fan Jiang smiled coldly. 

 

Zhu Zhishan didn’t speak, but looking at his expression, he really wanted to know, how could Fan Jiang 

ignore the formation in the dungeon? 

 

You must know that the formation in the dungeon of the Martial Arts Alliance was set up by a master of 

magic hundreds of years ago. How could it be so easily destroyed? 

 

“I can tell you, in fact, the formation here has never been useful to me. For more than 20 years, I just 

don’t want to leave…” 

 

“I have had an epiphany here for more than ten years, but I have never been able to break through the 

realm of the Great Marquis, so I have to go out to find an opportunity.” 



 

“But over the past twenty years, thanks to your care, I can do one thing for you, but only one thing, you 

and I owe nothing to you.” 

 

Fan Jiang slowly followed Zhu Zhishan and said. 

 

Zhu Zhishan swallowed his saliva. He did not expect Fan Jiang to reach the peak of Marquis more than 

ten years ago. 

 

After Fan Jiang went out, the evil cultivators in the entire martial arts world were about to revive! 

 

However, Zhu Zhishan doesn’t care about these, what kind of evil cultivator is not evil, in this society 

where strength is respected, as long as you can increase your strength! 

 

“You help me kill someone…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan said. 

 

“Give me the information…” 

 

Fan Jiang didn’t ask who Zhu Zhishan wanted him to kill. 

 

“it is good!” 

 

Zhu Zhishan felt relieved when he saw Fan Jiang’s confident look. 

 

At the peak of Wuhou’s strength, David could not escape even with his wings! 



 

Soon, Zhu Zhishan gave David’s information to Fan Jiang, but Fan Jiang frowned slightly when he saw 

David’s information. 

 

“Immortal cultivator?” Fan Jiang blurted out! 

 

Zhu Zhishan nodded: “Not bad!” 

 

“In just one year, from an ordinary person who is inconspicuous, he can cultivate to the Nascent Soul 

Realm. He is really a genius.” 

 

“In this era of lack of spiritual energy, how did this guy cultivate?” 

 

“It seems that there must be a secret hidden in him, maybe my chance lies in this person…” 

 

Fan Jiang’s eyes were full of fire! 
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Law Enforcement Pavilion! 

 

After Ge Fuhai sent David to the place, he left. He did not enter the Dharma Protector Pavilion. It 

seemed that Ge Fuhai did not like to deal with Mr. Shi! 

 

David walked into the Dharma Protector Pavilion and met Zao Wou-Ki head-on. Since this time, Zao 

Wou-Ki and David have not met. 

 

“Mr. Chen…” 



 

Zao Wou-Ki was very excited to see David take the initiative to come to the Dharma Protector Pavilion. 

 

“Pavillion Zhao, long time no see…” 

 

David smiled slightly. 

 

“No, I heard that the Martial Arts Alliance has been looking for trouble for you, and sent people to hunt 

you down several times. Why are you still staying in Kyoto?” 

 

Zhao Wuji asked with some puzzlement. 

 

Although I often heard news about David, Zao Wou-Ki didn’t know much about the inside story. 

 

Many things are not something that he, the pavilion master of the Dharma Protector, can intervene in. 

 

What’s more, now that Mr. Shi sits in the Hufa Pavilion, Xing Jun will handle some of David’s affairs, so 

Zao Wou-Ki has little ability to help David. 

 

“I’m here to ask Mr. Shi for something.” 

 

David said. 

 

“Oh, Mr. Shi is waiting for you in the lobby, I’ll take you there…” 

 

After Zao Wou-Ki finished speaking, he walked towards the hall with David. 



 

David frowned slightly. He didn’t understand, how did Mr. Shi know that he would come and was still 

waiting for him? 

 

After entering the hall, Zao Wou-Ki turned around and left. 

 

Mr. Shi was sitting in the main seat drinking tea, while Xing Jun was standing beside him. 

 

“sit down…” 

 

After David entered, Mr. Shi spoke slowly. 

 

David was not polite, he sat down directly, and before David could speak, Mr. Shi was the first to speak: 

“If you ask me to help you, you don’t have to speak, whether it’s your mother or your girlfriend. , I won’t 

intervene to save them…” 

 

“If you want to save them, you have to rely on your own ability. If you don’t have the ability to protect 

them, it may be a better choice for them to be locked up…” 

 

David looked at Mr. Shi in amazement. He hadn’t opened his mouth yet, but Mr. Shi was able to guess 

what he was thinking! 

 

David really came to ask Mr. Shi to see if Mr. Shi could come forward and ask the Martial Arts Alliance to 

let go of his girlfriend, or let the Long family let go of his mother. 

 

But before he could speak, Mr. Shi indifferently refused, which made David somewhat embarrassed. 

 



“Mr. Shi, since you are unwilling to help, can you tell me how much power the Martial Arts Alliance is 

hiding now? How can I defeat the Martial Arts Alliance and save my girlfriend?” 

 

David found that his understanding of the Martial Arts Alliance was too one-sided. 

 

After this time and again, he discovered that the strength of the Martial Arts Alliance was unfathomable, 

and every time it was able to send out high-strength masters. 

 

Mr. Shi did not speak, but suddenly looked out the window, his eyes filled with an indescribable 

confusion! 

 

When David looked at Mr. Shi, there was an indescribable sadness in his heart. 

 

Although Mr. Shi has always been in front of everyone, he has been very calm and unfathomable. 

 

But at this time, David seemed to be able to see through Mr. Shi’s heart, and there seemed to be 

helplessness in Mr. Shi’s heart. 

 

After a while, Mr. Shi regained his calm expression and quietly took a sip of tea. 

 

“You shouldn’t only focus on the Martial Arts Alliance. Your real enemy is far more terrifying than the 

Martial Arts Alliance…” 

 

After Mr. Shi finished speaking, he got up and left the hall, leaving only David with a confused look 

looking at Mr. Shi’s back! 

 

He didn’t understand what Mr. Shi meant? 

 



Why is his real enemy more terrifying than the Martial Arts Alliance? 

 

Who is his real enemy? 

 

Just when David was confused, Xing Jun walked up to David. 

 

He took out a talisman directly from his arms, and the rune carved with a cinnabar pen on it, but David 

couldn’t understand it at all! 
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Although David also knew some spell techniques, but when he saw this spell, he couldn’t understand it 

at all! 

 

“This is given to you by Mr. Shi, and it can save your life at a critical moment…” 

 

Xing Jun handed the spell to David. 

 

“Life-saving rune? So powerful?” 

 

David took the spell and looked at it carefully! 

 

“Mr. Shi explained, you must take this rune with you today, because you will be killed today.” 

 

 

After Xing Jun finished speaking, he also turned and left, leaving only David in the empty hall! 

 

 



Put away the spell, David walked out of the Dharma Protector Pavilion! 

 

At this time, Zao Wou-Ki had already prepared the car at the door, and he was driving the car himself! 

 

“Mr. Chen, get in the car, I’ll take you out of the city, I believe no one will dare to attack the Law 

Enforcement Pavilion…” 

 

Zao Wou-Ki rolled down the car window and said. 

 

David did not refuse, he got into the car directly, and then the car quickly drove out of the city. 

 

 

And David and the others had just left the door of the Dharma Protector Pavilion, and the news had 

already reached Zhu Zhishan’s ears! 

 

“Hmph, today, I must see the head of David…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan snorted coldly! 

 

However, Fan Jiang, who was beside Zhu Zhishan, did not speak. The tiger-headed knife behind him 

turned him into a car and left. 

 

… 

 

Outside Kyoto! 

 



Zao Wou-Ki stopped the car, then sent someone to look around, and then said to David: “Mr. Chen, you 

can get off the car, there is no one around here!” 

 

 

David nodded and got out of the car. 

 

But just after getting out of the car, David’s brows were wrinkled, and his face became a little ugly. 

 

“Mr. Chen, what’s wrong? I have sent people to observe all of this area…” 

 

Seeing David’s expression, Zao Wou-Ki hurriedly asked. 

 

“Gate Master Zhao, you will leave soon, don’t stay here…” 

 

After David finished speaking, he raised his head slightly and looked at a mountain not far away! 

 

Zao Wou-Ki also hurriedly followed and found that there was a person standing on the top of the 

mountain. 

 

Soon, the man made a slight vertical motion and jumped straight down from the top of the mountain! 

 

The body was like a big bird. After sliding for a distance in the air, it landed firmly in front of David and 

the others. 

 

Although the other party tried his best to restrain his breath, David could still feel the powerful pressure 

on the other party. 

 



David’s brows furrowed deeper, and his face was a bit ugly! 

 

But when Zhao Wuji saw the person in front of him, his expression changed greatly, and his body 

couldn’t help but take a few steps backwards! 

 

“Fan… Fan Jiang…” 

 

Zhao Wuji’s breathing began to become rapid, and his face was extremely pale! 

 

And the other members of the Dharma Protector Pavilion also stepped back one after another, as if 

seeing a devil! 

 

Seeing the expressions of Zhao Wuji and the others, David instantly understood that this person was an 

extremely dangerous and terrifying figure, otherwise Zao Wuji, the pavilion master of the Dharma 

Protector, would not have such an expression. 

 

“Gate Master Zhao, who is this person?” 

 

David asked in a low voice. 

 

Mr. Chen, called Fan Jiang at this time, was the biggest evil cultivator in the martial arts world 20 years 

ago, but he should have died 20 years ago, so why did he suddenly appear here? “ 

 

Zhao Wuji said with a trembling voice. 

 

The head of the evil cultivator who became famous twenty years ago? 

 



Then the strength of this person must be unfathomable now. 

 

“This guy named David stays, the others get out of the way, I’m in a good mood today and don’t want to 

kill more…” 

 

Fan Jiang pointed at David, and then said coldly. 

 

“Gate Master Zhao, you should leave first. Staying here will only add casualties…” 

 

David said to Zao Wou-Ki. 

 

“Mr. Chen, then you have to be more careful. This Fan Jiang was already a Marquis 20 years ago, and 

now I’m afraid he has already broken through to the realm of Marquis of Great Marquis.” 

 

Zao Wou-Ki exhorted David. 
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David nodded, and then Zao Wou-Ki took the people away. He knew that if he stayed, nothing would 

change. The other party waved his hand and he could kill them! 

 

Zao Wou-Ki wanted to hurry back and report to Mr. Shi that Fan Jiang, the leader of the evil cultivator, 

was still alive. This was important news. 

 

When Zao Wou-Ki walked back, Fan Jiang was not in a hurry, but carried his hands on his back and 

stared at David like vultures, as if he wanted to see through David. 

 

“You are young, but you have a lot of skills. If you don’t have a big chance, then your identity is not 

simple. Today, I may be able to find a breakthrough direction from you!” 



 

Fan Jiang had a grim smile on his face, as if David had become his prey! 

 

“Why did you kill me? Was it at your command, or was there another reason?” 

 

David didn’t understand, he didn’t know Fan Jiang at all, and he didn’t have any grievances or hatred, so 

why did the other party want to kill him. 

 

“It doesn’t matter why, what matters is that you’re going to die soon.” 

 

“Tell your secrets and hand over your treasures. I may make your death more comfortable.” 

 

Fan Jiang looked at David with a bit of playfulness in his eyes. 

 

David’s eyes narrowed: “Are you sure you can kill me?” 

 

At this time, David remembered the spell given by Mr. Shi, as well as the words he warned at that time. 

 

Saying that he has a bloody disaster today, it seems that Mr. Shi’s guess is good! 

 

It seems that the spell can save his life! 

 

“What? Can’t you still have help?” 

 

Fan Jiang looked around. 

 



“No, I don’t have a helper, but even myself, you can’t kill me…” 

 

David sneered. 

 

“Oh?” Fan Jiang raised his brows slightly, with a bit of playfulness on his face: “Tell me, why are you so 

confident that I can’t kill you?” 

 

“There is no reason, if you don’t believe it, you can try it…” 

 

David is angering Fan Jiang! 

 

If the spell worked, David could take the opportunity to escape. 

 

In the face of Fan Jiang, a master of the peak of Marquis, David really couldn’t think of any other way 

besides running for his life! 

 

“Are you irritating me? You can’t wait to let me do something to you, is there something life-saving in 

you?” 

 

Fan Jiang looked at David with a sneer, and seemed to see through David’s mind. 

 

David frowned, but his heart began to panic. He didn’t expect this Fan Jiang to be so smart and able to 

see through his own mind! 

 

“Hmph, if you don’t dare to shoot, then I’ll come…” 

 

A golden light burst out from David’s body, and a terrifying breath spread out instantly! 



 

Fan Jiang, on the other hand, looked at David extremely calmly, and seemed to be unconcerned about 

the strength David showed! 

 

“Let me teach you, what kind of skills do you have, the leader of evil cultivators twenty years ago…” 

 

David let out a loud shout, and then punched him. 

 

The fist is covered with golden light, and the power of the terrifying dragon is constantly exuding! 

 

The corner of Fan Jiang’s mouth showed a sneer, and he lifted it up to meet David directly! 

 

boom! 

 

The terrifying force collided together, and David only felt a huge anti-shock force, causing him to quickly 

retreat back. 

 

On the other hand, Fan Jiang did not move, with a strong sense of sarcasm on his face! 

 

David rubbed his numb arm, feeling even more uneasy in his heart. 

 

Fan Jiang’s strength is really strong, and the gap between David and Fan Jiang’s strength is too great. 

 

“It’s not rude to come and go…” 

 

After Fan Jiang finished speaking, his body instantly disappeared in place! 



 

That extremely fast speed made David unable to react at all! 

 

Bang! 

 

Fan Jiang punched David’s chest, and David’s body flew out instantly. 

 

Large scales on the body fell off, and the undamaged golden body became fragmented! 

 

David frowned and his face became extremely ugly. 
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With one easy punch, the opponent broke his undamaged golden body, and David knew that he was 

going to be in trouble. 

 

“What a powerful body-protecting magic, I can actually block this punch…” 

 

Fan Jiang looked at David with great interest and said. 

 

David looked at Fan Jiang solemnly: “Did you kill me under the order of the Martial Arts Alliance?” 

 

“Then Zhu Zhishan is not qualified to order me, but I am here to kill you, and it is indeed his intention.” 

 

Fan Jiang did not hide anything! 

 

 



After hearing this, David didn’t ask anything. Since Zhu Zhishan found it, David knew that there was no 

room for negotiation! 

 

Now I can only fight to the death. David now hopes that the spell given by Mr. Shi will really work at the 

critical moment! 

 

As soon as he stretched out his hand, the Dragon Slaying Sword appeared in David’s hand. 

 

Immediately afterwards, the power of the dragon was activated, and under the blessing of the power of 

the dragon, the Dragon Slaying Sword made a humming sound! 

 

Fan Jiang saw the Dragon Slaying Sword in David’s hand, and his eyes instantly filled with light! 

 

 

“Spirit sword? You can actually own a spirit sword with a sword spirit?” 

 

 

Fan Jiang’s breathing began to become rapid, and it seemed that he liked David’s Dragon Slaying Sword 

very much! 

 

“Since you know it’s a spirit sword, how dare you fight me?” 

 

David asked. 

 

“Hahaha, this spirit sword of yours, the sword spirit has not yet been formed, I just took it over and 

confessed to the master, and then it will belong to me…” 

 



Fan Jiang laughed and flipped it over, holding the tiger-headed knife behind him! 

 

The tiger-headed sword was glowing with a cold light, and on the body of the sword, a lifelike tiger was 

drawn forward. 

 

The tiger-headed sword was in Fan Jiang’s hands, and the sound of tiger roars came out! 

 

 

Seeing this, David did not dare to delay any longer, and directly urged the power of the dragon to slash 

at Fan Jiang with a sword. 

 

The terrifying sword energy slashed towards Fan Jiang with the power to open up the world! 

 

And Fan Jiang snorted coldly and waved his backhand! 

 

The tiger-headed knife also burst out with a roar of tigers! 

 

Wherever the blade passed, a deep ravine was left on the ground! 

 

clang…, 

 

The sword qi and the blade collided fiercely, and the terrifying power spread everywhere, and the hills 

not far away also began to crack. 

 

This time, David took a few steps backwards, and although Fan Jiang didn’t move at all, his expression 

changed obviously. 

 



“It’s a Spirit Sword…” Fan Jiang’s face gradually became gloomy: “If you have any good things on your 

body, let’s take them out together, otherwise there will be no chance!” 

 

While speaking, Fan Jiang’s aura began to explode, and a strong coercive force rushed towards David! 

 

“The peak of Marquis Wu is really extraordinary…” 

 

David’s face changed, resisting this coercion! 

 

David could feel that Fan Jiang’s aura was extremely strong. It was obvious that he had stepped into the 

peak of Marquis Wu for a long time. 

 

David’s face was full of solemnity, the dragon crystal on his chest suddenly flashed light, and a large 

amount of divine dragon power began to swim around him! 

 

David was thinking about finding an opportunity to use the Qiankun Circle to escape! 

 

However, it will take a certain amount of time to display the Qiankun circle. At that time, Fan Jiang will 

start because he is afraid that the space-time teleportation array of the Qiankun circle is not ready. 

 

“Come again…” 

 

David shouted, and the power of the dragon swarmed again, flocking to the Dragon Slaying Sword! 

 

The Dragon Slaying Sword burst out with a dazzling golden light, and a golden dragon slowly appeared, 

hovering above the sword glow of the Dragon Slaying Sword! 

 



I saw David swung out his sword, golden light poured out, and the circling golden dragon let out a 

dragon roar and flew straight towards Fan Jiang! 

 

Fan Jiang frowned, not daring to stand by, slowly raising his hands, a burst of energy slowly poured into 

the tiger-headed sword! 

 

The next second, Fan Jiang shouted angrily and waved his hands suddenly! 

 

The blade roared out, and the fierce tiger depicted on the tiger-head knife also seemed to have life, 

uttered a roar of the tiger, and then jumped up! 
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rumbling… 

 

The dragon and the tiger collided, and the terror spread to the surrounding with Yu Wei. 

 

I saw that the golden dragon figure was instantly dissipated by the fierce tiger, and the terrifying blade 

was sharp and went straight to David. 

 

The blade was extremely fast, slashing straight at David. 

 

boom! 

 

There was another loud noise, and David was instantly slashed with a wound on his chest. 

 

The body also flew backwards heavily. 

 



Fan Jiang hit a hit, but he didn’t stop his hand, but slid his hands, and the sharp blades struck again. 

 

It quickly crossed David’s body. 

 

brush brush…   

 

David’s body was slashed by one after another, and blood suddenly shot out. 

 

After a while, David was already covered in scars! 

 

David’s face changed greatly, and the powerful dragon power continued to surround his body, but he 

still couldn’t stop the sharp edge. 

 

David’s indestructible golden body can be broken, and relying on his powerful fleshly body, there is no 

way to stop this blade! 

 

Seeing David’s tragic appearance, Fan Jiang sneered: “With your strength, you can turn the world of 

martial arts in Kyoto upside down. It seems that the world of martial arts is really lonely…” 

 

David didn’t speak, he slowly stood up from the ground, gritted his teeth. 

 

Since the force can’t match that Fan Jiang, David intends to trap him with magic, as long as he leaves a 

chance for himself, he can escape by relying on the Qiankun Circle. 

 

A faint blue light appeared on David’s body, followed by a light blue flame on the Dragon Slaying Sword! 

 

This is the spirit fire, the spirit fire for refining medicine pills! 



 

“Spirit Fire Slash…” 

 

David gathered the breath in his body and slashed out in an instant. 

 

This time, a roaring fire dragon appeared. After uttering a loud dragon roar, it spit out spiritual fire and 

rushed towards Fan Jiang quickly! 

 

Fan Jiang’s eyes narrowed: “I can actually use the spirit fire, I really have some skills…” 

 

After Fan Jiang finished speaking, his hands trembled slightly, he muttered something in his mouth, and 

a roar of a tiger came out, only to see a tiger like a tiger made of ice, appearing out of thin air. 

 

The tiger roared loudly, and the water columns rose into the sky. 

 

Fire and water are incompatible. 

 

“Destroy me…” 

 

Fan Jiang shouted loudly, and the icy tiger went straight to the fire dragon. 

 

zizizi 

 

A sound that seemed to be burning flames sounded. 

 

The spirit fire on Huolong’s body dimmed a lot, but it didn’t go out. Instead, it broke through the ice 

tiger and headed towards Fan Jiang. 



 

“Samadhi really fires?” 

 

A trace of panic flashed in Fan Jiang’s eyes instantly! 

 

Before he could react, the flame had already fallen on him. 

 

Fan Jiang was instantly enveloped in flames, and the scorching burning sensation made Fan Jiang in 

agony! 

 

Fan Jiang was shocked, and a billowing black mist appeared from his body instantly. The black mist 

condensed into a piece of armor and wrapped his body directly in it! 

 

He hopes to use this method to put out the flames on his body! 

 

Seeing this, David hurriedly stabbed out with a sword, and the sky-piercing sword glow flashed with cold 

light, and stabbed straight towards Fan Jiang. 

 

With this kind of opportunity, if he could kill Fan Jiang with one sword, David would not have to be 

chased by this guy. 

 

“Good boy, if you have the opportunity to not escape, you still dare to kill…” 

 

Fan Jiang was furious when he saw that David took the opportunity to kill him! 

 

The backhand of the tiger-headed sword in his hand was a wave, and the condensed blade edge directly 

greeted it. 



 

Even if he was scorched by the spirit fire, Fan Jiang’s perseverance was beyond ordinary people. Under 

such circumstances, he could still resist! 

 

boom! 

 

Jianmang blades collided with each other, the hills not far away were cracked, and the rocks rolled 

down! 

 

The terrifying power instantly made David back ten meters, adding a lot of wounds to his body. 

 

The flame on Fan Jiang’s body went out, and the armor condensed by the black mist was also directly 

damaged. 

 

Although it did not cause substantial damage to Fan Jiang, it also made Fan Jiang look very embarrassed. 

 

The face is full of smoky marks, and the clothes are even more tattered! 

Chapter 1529 

Looking at the embarrassed look on his body, Fan Jiang’s eyes showed a chilling look! 

 

The sharp eyes make people shudder! 

 

“Boy, I’ll make your life worse than death…” 

 

Fan Jiang’s aura started to soar again. 

 



David felt the breath of Fan Jiang’s body, and his face became even more ugly. He thought he could kill 

Fan Jiang with one blow! 

 

But after all, he underestimated the strength of Wuhou Peak. 

 

 

 

Now that he lost the best chance to escape, David began to feel a little remorse. 

 

At this moment, he can only hope on the life-saving rune given by Mr. Shi. 

 

“The peak of Marquis Wu is really powerful, but it’s a pity that your talent is ignorant. You haven’t 

stepped into the realm of Marquis Wu for so many years…” 

 

David gasped heavily and deliberately angered Fan Jiang! 

 

He knows that when people are extremely angry, mistakes will occur! 

 

Fan Jiang listened to David’s humiliation, and sure enough, his face became furious! 

 

 

For so many years, he has never stepped into the realm of the Great Marquis. This has always been the 

sore spot in Fan Jiang’s heart! 

 

David is now exposing his scars in front of him, how can Fan Jiang not be angry! 

 

“you wanna die…” 



 

Fan Jiang put the tiger-headed sword behind his back, and bursts of brilliance began to gather on his 

hands! 

 

These bursts of brilliance followed Fan Jiang, and Fan Jiang was still chanting words! 

 

I saw a string of words flashing in the air, flashing light. 

 

“Not only do you know how to spell, but now it’s time for you to taste my power…” 

 

 

As Fan Jiang said, the strings of words suddenly gathered together and burst into a dazzling light! 

 

And the terrifying aura also instantly moved towards David. 

 

David frowned tightly, anxious in his heart! 

 

If it goes on like this, there is no way for him to find a chance to escape! 

 

“Whoosh!” 

 

Soon, a town character was formed in the air, like an iron tower! 

 

Violently pressed towards David! 

 



David felt that the air around him was stagnant, and his whole body seemed to be pressing down on a 

mountain! 

 

The ground under his feet began to crack, and David’s feet also fell into the ground! 

 

David did not dare to stand by at all, put away the Dragon Slaying Sword, waved his palms suddenly, and 

a golden light instantly greeted him. 

 

boom! 

 

The terrifying energy exploded instantly! 

 

David only felt his body froze, followed by endless darkness. 

 

There were bursts of soreness all over his body, causing David to grit his teeth! 

 

I don’t know how long it took, David felt as if he was trapped in a cage, surrounded by endless darkness! 

 

Breathing has also become extremely difficult! 

 

“I didn’t expect you to be alive…” 

 

At this moment, Fan Jiang’s voice came from above David’s head! 

 

It was only at this moment that David reacted, and his whole person was directly smashed into the 

ground by a huge force! 

 



No wonder in an instant, it was dark in front of me, and it became difficult to breathe! 

 

A burst of spiritual power instantly condensed on the soles of his feet, and David’s body jumped out! 

 

David stared at Fan Jiang with an unsightly expression on his face, and even the bursts of severe pain 

made David know that his body might not be able to withstand it for long. 

 

David groped for the life-saving rune on his body, and planned to use the life-saving rune to resist Fan 

Jiang’s blow for a while, but he took the opportunity to escape. 

 

If you continue to fight, there is really no chance at all. 

 

Fan Jiang seemed to see David’s intention to escape, and the corner of his mouth raised slightly. 

 

“You want to run away? Don’t you want to avenge your girlfriend?” 

 

After Fan Jiang finished speaking, blood mist began to rise around his body! 

 

The blood-red mist exudes a breath that David is very familiar with! 

 

This is Sonya’s breath! 

 

David’s eyes were wide open, and his face became more and more angry… 

 

He didn’t expect that Fan Jiang was also sucking Sonya’s blood to improve his strength! 

 



“Your girlfriend’s blood is really the best cultivation resource in the world. It’s a pity that I have taken so 

much, but I still haven’t been able to break through to the realm of the Great Marquis. It’s a pity, it’s a 

pity…” 

 

Fan Jiang looked at David playfully, this time, he was angering David. 

 

Chapter 1530 

David gritted his teeth, he knew that Fan Jiang was deliberately provoking him like this, but David 

couldn’t control himself at all! 

 

David’s aura is constantly rising, killing intent is everywhere! 

 

A pair of eyes stared at Fan Jiang, wishing to bite Fan Jiang to death! 

 

“Don’t look at me like this, kill me if you can, if you don’t kill me, then I will continue to suck the blood of 

your girlfriend, maybe I will kill her…” 

 

Fan Jiang smiled, with a bit of evil charm in his smile! 

 

“go to hell…” 

 

David was completely enraged! 

 

At this moment, he will never consider running away again! 

 

Seeing David being provoked, Fan Jiang showed a satisfied smile on his face! 

 



David’s body glowed with a faint golden light, and his whole body was like a shooting star, heading 

straight for Fan Jiang. 

 

Fan Jiang was not in a hurry, his right hand slid on his chest, and a ray of light was rapidly condensing! 

 

Bang! 

 

Fan Jiang punched out, and the huge fist hit David’s chest instantly! 

 

Fan Jiang’s blow directly activated the life-saving rune on David’s body! 

 

I saw a red light from the life-saving rune, and a huge force made Fan Jiang fly upside down in an 

instant. 

 

On the other hand, David fell to the ground and looked at the rune in front of his chest. The life-saving 

rune had turned into ashes and disappeared! 

 

David knew that if there was no life-saving rune, Fan Jiang’s blow just now would definitely kill him! 

 

Fan Jiang got up and wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth: “What a powerful life-saving rune, 

but now I see what you can use to save your life…” 

 

Fan Jiang walked towards David step by step, the breath on his body soared with each step, bringing 

endless oppression to David! 

 

David knew that, with his current strength, if he followed Fan Jiang to fight, that would be hitting a 

stone with an egg! 

 



Slowly getting up, David took a deep breath and said firmly: “Fight…” 

 

After speaking, David suddenly bit, and a mouthful of blood spurted out from the tip of his tongue. 

 

Immediately afterwards, the blood mist was quickly absorbed by David’s body, and the breath on 

David’s body began to climb rapidly. 

 

David’s cultivation is growing rapidly, his golden body is flourishing, and his golden body is also 

restarted! 

 

“Burning blood? It seems that your girlfriend is really important to you…” 

 

Fan Jiang’s eyes narrowed slightly! 

 

He knows the consequences of burning blood essence. Once he burns blood essence and forcibly 

improves his cultivation, his cultivation will be affected in the future. If he burns blood essence, he will 

be completely useless, and he will never be able to cultivate! 

 

Fan Jiang didn’t expect that David would be angered by his own two words, and he would desperately 

burn his blood! 

 

However, Fan Jiang was not afraid. Even if David burned his blood essence and forcibly improved his 

cultivation, he would still be 108,000 miles away from him. 

 

He is now the pinnacle of Marquis, and he is simply incomparable to David. 

 

“go to hell…” 

 



David shouted angrily, his eyes were full of cold light, and golden lights surrounded his fists! 

 

“Holy Light Fist…” 

 

A gust of wind blew up in an instant, and the fist wind was hoarse, and it came towards Fan Jiang with 

the breath of death! 

 

Cracks appeared under David’s feet, densely spreading dozens of meters away! 

 

It can be seen that David’s punch has exhausted all his spiritual power! 

 

The smile on Fan Jiang’s face instantly froze, replaced by an incomparably thick one! 

 

Then there was a loud shout, and a punch greeted him! 

 

boom! 

 

Shengguang Fist collided with Fan Jiang’s breath! 

 

The rock made a rumbling sound and began to collapse! 

 

The smoke and dust are everywhere, and the earth trembles! 

 

Fan Jiang’s figure took a few steps backwards, and the improvement of David’s cultivation has greatly 

increased his strength! 

 



But just when the smoke and dust had not dissipated, David’s figure suddenly emerged from the smoke 

and dust, and endless brilliance flickered above David’s boxer! 

 

Fan Jiang was stunned for a moment, raised his hand and hit a barrier, but unfortunately the barrier was 

penetrated in an instant, and then David was punched firmly in the chest! 


